All-optical transistor based on Rydberg atom-assisted optomechanical system.
We study the optical response of a double optomechanical cavity system assisted by two Rydberg atoms. The target atom is only coupled with one side cavity by a single cavity mode, and gate one is outside the cavities. It has been realized that a long-range manipulation of optical properties of a hybrid system, by controlling the Rydberg atom decoupled with the optomechanical cavity. Switching on the coupling between atoms and cavity mode, the original spatial inversion symmetry of the double cavity structure has been broken. Combining the controllable optical non-reciprocity with the coherent perfect absorption/transmission/synthesis effect (CPA/CPT/CPS reported by [ X.-B.Yan Opt. Express 22, 4886 (2014)], we put forward the theoretical schemes of an all-optical transistor which contains functions such as a controllable diode, rectifier, and amplifier by controlling a single gate photon.